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2011 ANNUAL ORIBI SURVEY REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

The Oribi (Ourebia ourebi) is a highly specialised 

antelope inhabiting African temperate grasslands. In 

South Africa, their numbers are thought to have 

declined sharply in recent years, and they now exist 

in only a few formally protected areas, with the bulk 

of their population occurring on privately-owned land. 

South Africa’s latest Red Data Book for Mammals 

(2004) classifies the Oribi as “Endangered”, due to 

its rapid decline in recent years, caused primarily by habitat destruction over the past few 

decades and more recently due to illegal hunting activities most often utilizing packs of 

trained dogs and linked with betting syndicates. The Oribi is a highly specialised antelope 

inhabiting African temperate grasslands. The Oribi is a useful flagship species for 

highlighting the value of and threats to grasslands. Only 2.2% of South Africa’s grasslands 

are formally conserved and over 60% have already been irreversibly transformed. 

Grasslands are the water and food production centres of the country and also the centre of 

urban development. For this reason it is crucial that we protect the remaining natural 

grasslands. 

For this reason the Endangered Wildlife Trust and a number of partners have been working 

consistently over the years in order to sustain and manage existing populations and to curb 

and reduce the impacts of known threats to the species. 
 

WORKING GROUP 

From the Oribi Action Plan: 
 
VISION 
By 2020 there will be viable, productive populations of Oribi in South Africa which are 
conserved in their grassland habitats and managed co-operatively by informed and 
supportive stakeholders. 
MISSION 
The Mission of the Oribi Working Group is to promote the long-term survival of Oribi in 
their natural grasslands habitat through initiating and coordinating provincial 
conservation programmes. These include: education and awareness, habitat 
conservation, research and monitoring, population management and forming 
partnerships with stakeholders. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the Oribi Working Group are to: 



1. Maintain and enhance sufficient habitat to sustain viable and productive 
populations of Oribi in South Africa; 
2. Raise the profile of Oribi by informing and creating awareness amongst target 
groups in order to gain support for Oribi conservation; 
3. Ensure sustainable Oribi populations by formulating best management practices 
based on appropriate information; 
4. Ensure that all landowners and managers with Oribi are aware of the relevant 
legislation regarding poaching and land transformation; 
5. Raise sufficient funds to mobilize public and logistic support for the conservation 
of Oribi in South Africa; and 
6. Work together with all interested and affected parties to conserve Oribi. 
KZN ORIBI CONSERVATION TARGETS 
Non-Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife land - 
Maintain a minimum population of 3 000 Oribi on non-Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife land, 
across the full historical range of the species. This population should consist of 1 500 
animals north of the Tugela River (Biggarsberg / Newcastle / Vryheid area), and 1 500 
animals south of the river (i.e. the rest of KZN). These two sub-populations constitute 
the two main gene pools in KZN. 
Within this overall target there are specific sub-targets: 
� Ensure that there are at least three populations of greater than 100 Oribi in each of 
the two main gene pools i.e. three in the Biggarsberg / Newcastle / Vryheid area, 
and three in the rest of KZN. 
Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Oribi Conservation Plan, September 2005 5 
� Ensure that the need for Oribi conservation, and hence grassland conservation, is 
recognised and incorporated into all Municipal Integrated Development Plans, 
including maps identifying key Oribi areas. 
� Produce long-term land use / management plans for 20 key populations (8 north and 
12 south of the Tugela). 
� Establish at least 10 Oribi conservancies across the species’ range i.e. conservancies 
with the primary focus on Oribi conservation, written into the objectives and 
constitution. 
� Establish at least 3 biosphere reserves with the primary focus on Oribi conservation 
across the species’ range. 
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife land - 
Increase the area of land under formal conservation to the point where there can be a 
population of at least 1 000 animals, with at least three populations (1 north and 2 south 
of the Tugela) of greater than 150 animals each. 
Within this overall target there are specific sub-targets: 
Consolidation and increasing the size of existing Protected Areas (PA’s): 
• Increase the size of Mount Currie Nature Reserve through long term lease and 
proclamation of neighbouring town lands. 
• Formal proclamation of the Fort Nottingham commonage and incorporation into the 
Fort Nottingham Nature Reserve (entire area to be managed as a Community 
Participation Reserve with a larger budget). 
• Increase the size of Chelmsford Nature Reserve through incorporation of surrounding 
and with suitable Oribi habitat. 
• Incorporate into the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg Park (UDP) ‘tongues’ of suitable Oribi 
and extending from the UDP into the foothills/Midlands. 
• Obtain and formally proclaim two properties bordering Blinkwater Nature Reserve. 
• Increase size of Midmar Nature Reserve, especially given that the raising of the dam 



all will reduce the amount of Oribi habitat. 
• Add more land to the Melmoth Vlei section of Karkloof Nature Reserve. 
• Get Impendle Nature Reserve proclaimed as a matter of urgency. This has already 
been achieved with the official proclamation of Impendle Nature Reserve during 
2005. 
Improve management and security of existing protected areas with suitable Oribi 
habitat, but with low or non-existent populations 
• Umgeni Vlei – could support 20+ Oribi. 
• Impendle Nature Reserve – could support 80+ Oribi. 
• uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park – utilize Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier Park 
funding for in-depth analysis of suitable habitat and management requirements. 
Obtain additional Protected Area’s 
• Reserves selected on the basis of contribution to biodiversity conservation using a 
Conservation Plan (C-Plan) analysis as well as looking at ecotourism potential. 
Strategy to obtain funding to be developed. 
 
The current Oribi Working Group: 

Chairman: Cliff Walton 

Vice‐Chairman: To be confirmed 

Secretary: To be confirmed 

Seats 

Forestry representation 1: NCT – Cliff Walton 

Forestry representation 2: Mondi – Jackie Shuttleworth (Chris Burchmore) 

Endangered Wildlife Trust  TGSP 1: Manager – Ian Little 

Endangered Wildlife Trust  TGSP 2: Field Worker – Samson Phakathi 

Ezemvelo Scientific Services: Eco‐advice – Athol Marchant 

Ezemvelo Management 1: District Conservation – Richard Schutte 

Ezemvelo Management 2: District Conservation – Brent Coverdale 

Private landowners 1: Harold Lister 

Private landowners 2: Empty – To be confirmed 

Emerging landowners 1: Empty – To be confirmed 

Research: University of KwaZulu‐Natal  ‐ Adrian Shrader 

Wildlands Conservation Trust: ‐ To be confirmed 

Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa: To be identified 

Northern Natal representative: Angus Burns 

 

2011 SURVEY RESULTS 

The 2011 Oribi survey marks the beginning of a new approach towards monitoring Oribi in 

South Africa. In the early 1980’s monitoring of Oribi populations began with random 

questionnaire surveys sent out and equally random returns providing the nation’s first 

assessment of Oribi population status. Surveys efforts then died down and the next 

concerted efforts took place in the mid to late 1990’s and by 2001 these were established as 



regular biennial (every second year) surveys. Ten years later however, we (the Oribi 

Working Group – OWG) have decided that biennial surveys leave too long a time gap for 

consistent effort from landowners and we have thus made the decision to complete annual 

surveys starting with this, the 2011, survey. The aim is to achieve consistent inputs from a 

large proportion of South Africa’s Oribi landowners. Survey are requested to be submitted in 

September each year, this allows for counting after recent burns. In this first effort survey 

forms were still being received into February of 2012, these were accepted in order to 

achieve as complete a start as possible and it reflects in the numbers of returns and the total 

estimated national population which are both considerably higher than previous survey 

efforts. We do however request that all surveys be submitted by 30 October at the very 

latest. 
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Fig 1. The Eastern Cape showed the highest overall population out of the three provinces that 
submitted survey forms. 

As is evident in figure two below the high population numbers seen in the Eastern Cape 

province are largely a result of very high numbers of animals on a few farms with Kasoega 

farm having over 140 Oribi, the highest number of animals for any property in the country. 

On the contrary Mpumalanga Provinces population numbers seem to be concerning as their 

number of surveys are approaching that of Kwa-Zulu Natal but their Oribi numbers are 

significantly lower. 
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Fig 2. Populations sizes per property in each of the three relevant provinces. 
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Fig 3. Populations trends in each of the relevant provinces. 

Unfortunately not all land-owners felt confident enough to give any indication of their 

population trends and many gave no response at all. The data presented in figure 3 are 

therefore an indication of the trends but are limited to being a rough indication rather than a 

confident sample. Hopefully these results will prove less subjective and will be supported by 

more confident data with concerted annual efforts. 

 

 

 

 

 



COMPARISON OVER THE YEARS 
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Fig 4. South African total survey results and number of records as compared to previous years 
results. 

The results presented in figure 4 provide an excellent basis for the annual survey effort to be 

taken forward from now on. The total of over 2100 Oribi counted in South Africa this year is 

the highest total count in the past decade illustrates the result of added effort. Even though 

the 2001 survey had more survey returns the current population provides some confidence 

in the conservation status and stability of the South African population as a whole, however 

this will only be confirmed through continued effort at the same scale as this 2011 survey. It 

also needs to be said that there is some concern that this total figure does not represent a 

natural population as some of the Eastern Cape properties are encouraging unnaturally high 

populations through intensive predator control and pasture management.  

Table 1.Summary of data over the past decade. 

  records 
total 
animals 

Total 
Juveniles 

No. 
Groups 

Ave grp 
size Snaring

Labourers 
dogs 

Illegal 
hunting 
with 
dogs 

1998 53 157       0 1 3
2001 291 1442       73 32 52
2003 153 1416 82 287 4.93 63 24 44
2005 129 1186 63 321 3.69 44 21 38
2007 96 861 61 187 4.60 24 14 30
2009 113 1344 38 225 5.97 14 11 16
2011 252 2103 44 259 8.12 15 21 25

 

 

 



RELOCATIONS 

 There were no relocations in 2011. This is entirely due to the delayed ouput of the genetic 

research which preliminarily suggests that there are three separate genetically significant 

sub-populations, limiting the relocation of populations between these regions. A number of 

groups and recipients have however been identified, the most urgent of these is the Nambiti 

Game Reserve population which poses an imminent threat from recently introduced 

Cheetah. This relocation is likely to go ahead in the first half of 2012 and Babanango (a 

recent stewardship site) is likely to be the recipient site for these animals. 

  
POACHING WITH DOGS 

Illegal hunting with dogs is rife in parts of South Africa and this  

is having a serious impact on wildlife, including the  

Endangered Oribi Ourebia ourebi antelope. The  

Endangered Wildlife Trust calls on the public to report illegal  

dog hunting to them. As a start to addressing the issue,  

the Endangered Wildlife Trust arranged and hosted a dog hunting stakeholder meeting on 

10 February 2011 at Midmar Dam in KZN, and have held several since. There has been a 

concerted effort to highlight this issue in the media and hopefully with the added awareness 

and education for landowners, hunters, police, communities and legislative officials that this 

illegal activity will cease to be the widespread and massively destructive force that it has 

become. The data illustrated in figure 5 below are concerning as there is evidence of a 

recent spike in the extent of poaching. This could very well be a reflection of the increased 

sampling effort and not an actual increase in the activities. This will be confirmed over the 

next few years surveys of similar effort in conjunction with equal awareness and media 

attention focussing on this topic. 
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Fig 5. Levels of reported poaching threat over the past decade. 

The overall challenge is to improve our law enforcement capacity. Although there are District 

Conservation Officers, Stock Theft Units within the SAPS as well as other interested parties 

who are working around the clock to combat illegal dog hunting, but this is proving insuffient 

given the extent of illegal dog hunting in this country. This is a battle which we cannot win 

unless we work collectively. We all have a role to play and it is a duty of each and every 

citizen of the country to ensure the safe guarding of our natural resources.  We therefore call 

on people to report unlawful activities including dog hunting to the local police and 

conservation authorities. By doing this you would not only be helping the country toward an 

adherence to its laws but you would also be contributing to the conservation of our natural 

resources which are critically important for our survival as well as economic growth through 

tourism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPONSORS 

 

Thanks to the loyal sponsorship of our work we can endeavour to sustain our Oribi populations in 
South Africa. Thank you and we look forward to productive collaboration into the future as the 
threats and pressures on these beautiful little antelopes continues to increase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix: KZN Farm survey results for 2011. 

Arundel  29
Balina Farm  4
Bartlett and Edwards  5
Batersfield  14
Beaumont Farm  11
Bedrog Farm 217 Swiss Safaris Madaka CGR 0
Bill Barnes Crane and Oribi Nature Reserve 13
Blinkwater, Farm number 15752  3
Blue Crane Farm and Various  7
Brakfontein 116 (Speeltyd)   2
Brakfontein 116 and Dubbelrecht 508  6
Brakfontein 352 Commercial Game Reserve 2
Brian Armour  0
Brydon Farm  4
Carwin Farm  10
Carwin Farm  2
Chance 106 HT  17
Cleverland  2
Clifton Farm  1
Colsport Farm  6
Danesfort  17
Del Oro  5
Desdale Estate  1
Driefontein 125 ‐Off Dundee RD  12
Dubbel‐Recht 508 (Ferndale Dairy Farm)  1
Duntaro  0
Fairacres, Lakeside, Crompton  16
Fort Nothingham Counowage  18
Goedgedacht Farm 273‐ Off Babanango RD 4
Goedgeloof 180 and Spartelspruit 150 Farms  0
Gold Cliff  30
Graigdarrach Farm   5
Granchestor/Defence  4
Grootfontein 437 (Clifton) and Off Dundee RD 6
Grootvlei 66 Oldeani Farm 0
Harmony, number 1472  3
Hebron Farm  3
Hellberg Farm  2
Highlands No 2, Farm number 11017  2
Inkula area  20
Klipfontein 316‐Off Babanango RD  2
Kranskop Farm‐Pondwane Estates CGR  4
Kromvlei  20
Kusana Park  7
La Belle Esperance 191 HT, ptn.2; Bergvliet 192 HT, ptn. 3  0
Labella Esperance 191 HT 4
Lasquiti Farm  0
Lijnspruit 181 (Blood River Vlei)  2
Lions Bush  3
Little Springs  13
Loch Buighe Farm  1
Lunerberg H. Filter  60



Middelpunt Farms  8
Mistley 2034  5
Moreson 59 HT  10
Mpofini Game Lodge Verlangderust  0
Nambiti Private Game Reserve  7
Nauwgevonden 131 HT  6
Ncome Prison Kandas punt 488/14755   6
Nkunkloof 1115/Berning 2097  4
Nomalanga Farms  38
Nooitgedatch  14
Nooitgedatcht 356  6
Ontevrede 433 (Onverwacht 322) Mawana CGR 0
Oribi Ranch and Eland  34
P.A. Brisco  10
Paardeplaats 193 HT, ptn. 3    0
Phoenix  0
Potgietersrust 530‐off Babanango rd  2
Priscilla Vale  3
Qambathi Mountain Reserve/Silverstreak  6
Redcliff Farm  14
Reddersdal 339 Umdende Ranch   0
Retreat 31 Avonduur CGR off Nongoma rd 0
Rivermeads  3
Riverside Farm  15
Rustenburg 257‐Mkoposi River Lodge‐CGR 1
Sappi Shafton  7
Sherwood  10
Siteka Country Estate  2
Sofiodale 7 Oaks  6
Stocklands Farm‐Maritz Daal  3
Stoneleigh  7
Sweethome/Overshot Farms  7
The‐Gem Farm  30
Tillietudlem Farm   3
Triandra  2
Uitzicht 284 opp.Zingwezi Rd D213  0
Vaalkop 209 Off Babanango rd  3
Valley view  1
Waterhoek 51 Skurweberge  5
Wedgewood Estate  11
Wingrove  4
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